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The newsletter of Plymouth Miniature Steam. Published quarterly (normally 
March, June, September & December) and issued free to members. Cut-off date 
for submissions is 24th of the preceding month (i.e. Feb, May, Aug & Nov). 
 
We  operate  a  ground  level  track  of  approximately  half  a  mile  in  length  at  
our  site  at  Pendeen Crescent,  Southway,  Plymouth,  with  facilities  for  3½,  5  
and  7¼  inch  gauges.  
Public running occurs on the first and third Sundays of each month, from April 
until the end of October. 
For further details and membership information, please contact Ian Jefferson 
(01752-788862) or Malcolm Preen (01752-778083). 
Current Membership Rates - Adult £25, Junior £10. 
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’ (was Estover 
Community College), Plymouth, £25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. 
 
Editor:  Dave Biss, Sunnyside, The Crescent, Crapstone, YELVERTON, 

Devon, PL20 7PS. 
Tel: 01822 854433.       Email -  pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk 

Web - www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk 
We also operate an email message service within the membership; if you wish to 
join, please contact ‘the membership secretary’  
Please note that contributions reflect the views of the writer and are not 
necessarily endorsed by the Company. 
Trading Post - Members advertisements for models and other related items are 
published free.  
Non-members £1 per entry. Trade, by arrangement. All items for inclusion to be 
sent to the Editor.  
Plymouth Miniature Steam, a Company limited by guarantee, registered in 
England No. 3360128 
 
Your Committee for 2019: 

Ian Jefferson Chairman  General 
Nick Hill Vice Chairman  Alan Smith 
Ursula Brown Secretary  Bob Sims 
James Atkinson Treasurer    Ti Daley 
Selwyn Brown Track Marshal   

 
Front cover:  Dan Warner Driving John Briggs’ Polly ‘Turbo’ (see p8) – Photo Alan Davis 

  

Club Details 

mailto:pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk/
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Portable Track Dates: 
*Sat 11th May  Bere Alston  
Sun 2nd June  Tavistock Steam Fair 
Sat 8th June  Buckland Monachorum Summer Fair 
Sat 15th June  Meavy Oak Fair 
Sat 22nd June  Horrabridge Fair 
*Sat 13th July  Ivybridge 
Sat/Sun 17-18th August RAF Harrowbeer 
 
*To be confirmed 
All subject to enough volunteers & weather. Subject to late cancellation. 
Please contact editor if interested (Rob Hitchcock for Horrabridge). 

Contents 

As usual please send any contributions for the Summer newsletter, 

large or small, by 24th May 2019. 

Many thanks to both contributors this time! 
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From the Chair 
 

It is hard to believe, but 2019 is already more than one tenth spent! As we well know, 

there is one topic that is occupying the newspaper headlines; this is the rapid approach 

of the dreaded ‘brexit’, they are even counting down the number of days to March 

29th. Yet less than 10 days later is an equally relevant event and that is the start of our 

2019 public running season, I do not hear them counting down to that date, but I am! 

Already in mid-February, it is barely 6 weeks before we need to have everything ‘ready 

to go’ and whilst we are well on the way there remains much to be done. 

The small group of volunteers that have gathered regularly through the past months 

have given many hours of their own time, in order to progress the maintenance work 

that has been done and continues, despite poor weather and lack of assistance. At least 

we have had the benefit of John’s catering on most 

weekends, so the inner volunteer has had support. The 

results of their labour is that all the preparatory work for 

the replacement of approximately 30metres of track was 

completed before the weather broke, as was the bulk of the 

work to create a ‘backbone’ of surface water drains, to allow 

future drainage improvements; this is already showing 

benefits for those areas that connect to it. During the 

poorer weather a number of odd jobs were done, including 

the replacement of the floor in the toilet area of the 

clubhouse; this proved to be even more of a task than was expected, when it was 

found that during the last change, one of the floor joists had been cut through because 

it conflicted with a relocated pipe! The joist has been duly repaired, such that it once 

again is able to take its share of the load. Now that the weather is starting to pick up 

again, the concrete for the new track has been laid, all the rail made and laying is in 

hand. Work has also started on dealing with some of the overhanging or insecure trees 

on the site; after almost 30 years of unrestricted growth, some of the trees are quite 

large. Now, with a subtly changed lease, we are able to manage this aspect of the site 

in a much more appropriate and proactive manner. 

From the Chair  
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Moving from the Civil Engineer’s department to the Mechanical’s, work also started 

promptly with the scheduled maintenance of the passenger vehicles and locomotives. 

As we now have a small surplus of bogies for the passenger sets, this aspect of the 

maintenance has been slightly eased as some can be done during the running season. 

However work on the locomotives could not start early and this year there was 

exceptional work scheduled for all 4 of them! Bob came first with a new floor; years 

of damp weather had caused the old MDF floor to disintegrate. I was fortunate to 

obtain a piece of OSB of the right size which I hope will prove more durable. So started 

what at first sight was a simple substitution, but rapidly became more involved and 

ended up as a partial rewire as cables had to be rerouted. The earlier addition of ballast 

to the frame having proved successful, it was all concreted into place for permanency 

and security. Next to Jack; where new, smaller motor sprockets were fitted, as were 

guards to try to reduce the amount of dirt and debris picked up by the drive chains; 

hopefully this will extend the life of the chains and make their cleaning easier. The 

opportunity was also taken to remove the unreliable thermal overload cutout and 

replace it with a simple ‘master switch’, whilst retaining the 100 amp fuse for 

protection. In the case of both of these locomotives, a bit of cosmetic work has also 

been done, replacing old covers or adding new ones, custom made for each application 

by 3D printing; this proved an interesting exercise, with the challenge of learning the 

3D design process, printing them was the easy bit! Turning to the steam locomotives, 

Hernia was due an intermediate maintenance which was quickly completed, then to 

replace the leaf springs on the leading axle with coils; the rear axle uses hard rubber 

blocks in an attempt to keep the valve timing correct. The parts having already been 

made, it was a relatively straightforward 

task to remove the old brackets, clamp 

the new in place and spot the mounting 

holes through then assemble everything. 

With the planned ‘heavy duty’ die 

springs in place, a crude test of the 

suspension was tried, which did feel 

rather soft, so they were quickly 

replaced with the ‘very heavy’ 

equivalents, changing the spring rate 

from 53 Newtons/mm to 89, so almost 

From the Chair  
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twice as hard. And then there were 3! Finally Fred and this is still ongoing; here a major 

maintenance is scheduled as well as the replacement of the springs, so it is hoped that 

all will be completed in time for April. Having used the ‘extra heavy’ springs on Hernia, 

obviously the same will apply to Fred, however the challenge here is the rear axle 

which is currently fitted with totally worn out leaf springs. The intention had been to 

fit ‘extra heavy’ springs here, but this is unlikely to be firm enough to keep the valve 

timing right, so plans have been changed and new components made, in order that 2 

or even 3 springs can be fitted to each axlebox.   Then with the choice of 1, 2 or 3 

springs of one of 4 different rates, the equivalent range of spring rates that can be 

achieved is from 25 Newtons/mm to almost 300 Newtons/mm per axlebox. The final 

choice of spring combinations will be established once the locomotives are out on the 

track and we can see how they cope; thankfully as has already been proven, a spring 

change can be completed in about 10 minutes, which is better than the hour or more 

plus the manufacture of new leaf springs that we have had up till now. 

It is easy to list the work that has been completed, but there remains a substantial 

amount outstanding and this varies between essential and desirable. As the work that 

has been completed so far has been done by a relatively small proportion of the 

membership, this is a good example of the 80:20 rule; 80% of the work having been 

done by 20% of the members, indeed it is possible that this ratio is actually nearer to 

90:10! This year a record of the hours that have been worked has been kept; although 

this has not included time spent offsite, nor has it included all of the work on less 

visible tasks; yet the total already exceeds 1,000 hours; this is a lot of time to share 

amongst such a small group! The major jobs remaining in the essential category are to 

complete the maintenance of the locomotives and some of the work on the passenger 

sets; to complete the reinstatement of the section of track that has been replaced; to 

lay the concrete pads either side of the track to form the crossing and blend in the 

surrounding ground; complete the refurbishment of the toilet area including repainting 

and tidy up the club house! As we move towards the desirable jobs, the list gets much 

longer and plenty of jobs that can be done by any able-bodied member who has the 

odd hour or so to spare. Again, I would rather have the problem of volunteers looking 

for jobs, than jobs looking for volunteers! 

From the Chair  
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As for the AGM, this year we did have problems because of the weather. With just 

over an hour to go, the rain turned to sleet and threatened to freeze (which it did that 

night). The few who manged to make it to the school agreed that it was not advisable 

to stay and even the caretaker did not want to stay. The meeting was duly adjourned 

and deferred for a fortnight. At the rescheduled meeting, in addition to the expected 

changes to the committee, there was quite a bit of discussion relating ways to 

encourage more people to join the membership, unfortunately none of these are easy 

and we have to find the right target audience. So although this has given us some food 

for thought, if you have any thoughts on how to reach prospective members, please 

let any member of the committee know! The final item for the evening was to gain 

approval for the expenditure that is anticipated as being required for whatever track 

maintenance is planned for the winter of 2019/20 (yes it will come very quickly). Once 

again we are budgeting for something of the order of £3,000 to £5,000, although the 

precise work will not be established until quite late in the year when we see what is 

demanding the most urgent attention, although we know the most likely candidates. 

So what have I been doing over the last 3 months? Well absolutely nothing for myself! 

My time as you can see from the foregoing has been almost totally devoted to one or 

other aspect of the winter maintenance and even a little bit of future planning! I am 

just hoping that things will settle as the year moves on a little. Finally, as you will see 

from the list below, the committee is still appreciably under strength so beware, we 

may come chasing you! 

See you soon. 

Your committee for 2019: 

Ian Jefferson Chairman 
Nick Hill Vice Chairman 
Ursula Brown Secretary 
James Atkinson Treasurer 
Selwyn Brown Track Marshal 
Alan Smith  
Bob Sims  
Ti Daley  

From the Chair  
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Young Enthusiast 

Alan Davis (ex-member) 

Dan Warner, our Grandson, has been keen on trains ever 

since he was a little chap. He would read the Peters 

Railways books as soon as he was able from cover to 

cover and looked forward to the next book in the series 

being released. His Dad, Steve, would take him to model 

railway exhibitions where he met Christopher Vine (the 

Author of the Peters Railway books) and has regularly 

corresponded by e-mail since.  

During his visits to Cornwall we would bring him to the PMS track where he enjoyed 

watching and riding on the trains. Eight years ago he became a junior member and was 

delighted helping John Briggs steam up ‘Boris’ one of John’s locos. One day when Dan 

was coming up to 7 years of age he told me on the telephone that when Peter ( the lad 

featured in the Peters Railway series of books) reached 7 years of age he was allowed 

to drive ‘Fiery Fox’ the Authors name for the engine featured in his books. Dan 

tentatively asked “Do you think John Briggs would let me drive ‘Boris’ when I am 7? 

You had better ask John next time you are down here I replied. Dan put the question 

on his next visit and was delighted when John agreed to teach him to drive his loco 

‘Boris ‘. 

Young Enthusiast  
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One sunny Sunday in 

2011 Dan helped John to 

raise steam while John 

talked him through 

driving procedures 

before setting off with 

John sat close behind him 

to advise where 

necessary. ‘Boris’ 

performed well and Dan 

was thrilled to be actually 

driving, after spending 

many hours dreaming 

about it. 

When the day was over he was quick to say “John 

was a very good teacher”. Since then visits to 

Cornwall have included a visit to the track. 

To further his interest his Dad, Steve, helped him 

build a 

00 

gauge 

layout 

at their 

home 

in 

Cheshire. Now several Birthdays and 

Christmases later Dan has a good selection 

of locos and rolling stock. His great Grandfather was an engine driver during the 

change over from steam to diesel so Dan’s layout has examples of locos from this 

Young Enthusiast  
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period including loco 1401 the engine used in the Titfield Thunderbolt Film. My Father 

‘Bob‘ drove 1401 regularly as it was based at his shed.   

Last year Dan became 14 

and due to Sunday Cricket 

commitments dropped 

membership at Plymouth 

Miniature Steam but he 

signed on as a Saturday 

volunteer at Apedale 

narrow gauge railway 

where he works 10am until 

5pm every Saturday. Part of 

the Mosely trust they have 

80 locos in the collection, 

mostly diesel or electric. 

Dan is allowed to drive the 

diesels but has not been 

invited to drive any of the 

steam engines yet.   

  

Young Enthusiast  
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It has a lot to do with John Briggs’ generosity and enthusiasm that Dan has been able 

to pursue his interest. He is in the process of enrolling at Crewe Engineering & Design 

UTC to further his desire to have a career in Engineering. I wonder how many other 

youngsters who ride around the track are inspired to carry their interest further? 

I am sure many children will remember happy days spent at Plymouth Miniature Steam 

Track. Many thanks to the hard working volunteers who make this possible. 

Alan Davis ex member 

 

Dan’s Great-Grandfather Bob Davis on 

the footplate of 158A oldest surviving 

Midland Locomotive built in 1866. Picture 

taken March 1965 when it was moved 

from storage in Derby to the National 

Train Museum in York. This engine is now 

restored and in the Butterley collection in 

Derbyshire.  

Young Enthusiast  
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Iver the Engine 

Dave Biss 

Having previously restored a ‘bag of bits’ back into a Cheddar Models Iver in 32mm 
gauge (now probably my favourite loco), I was tempted when I saw a 45mm gauge 

version for sale on the 
internet at a nice price. The 
side tanks, running boards, 
steps & coal baskets had 
been handmade and the 
whole thing repainted 
without dismantling. When 
it arrived, what was 
intended to be red was a 
mix of red, white primer, 
original Cheddar green and 
rust! However it seemed 
complete so I checked it 

over, tested the boiler and it steamed well on a rolling road. There seemed almost no 
wear as if it had never been run (although the paint looked as if it had survived 100 
years of abuse!). I stripped it down & repainted it and was puzzled by a large lump of 
lead under the front buffer beam. I decided to leave this off but when I tried it on the 
track, it kept jumping off the rails. I guess this was why the lead was there and why it 
had seen little use! 

I went home disappointed and on investigation found that the wheels were over-
gauge. After several attempts to remove 
the wheels from the axles (without 
damaging anything), I decided to machine 
off as much as I dared from the outside of 
the flange by turning on the axles between 
centres. The loco now performs 
faultlessly, although I will probably build a 
tender as it looks like a steam railmotor 
with the cab so close to a coach?  

Iver  
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A visit to Melbourne 

Ted Lawrence  

While visiting family over Christmas and the New Year approx. 40 miles north of 

Melbourne, close to Hanging Rock, we travelled north to Echuca, an old wool port on 

the Murray River.  It just happened to be when the heat wave hit the state of 

Victoria and the temperature went up to 42 deg C by midday.  The Port of Echuca is a 

living monument to the 1870s when it was Australia’s largest inland port and the third 

largest port in Australia.  We managed a visit to the Discovery Centre early in the 

morning of 28th December while the temperature was still reasonable and was able 

to take the following photographs. 

 
 

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two of the stationary steam 
engines that were fully operational 

The boiler providing 
the steam for the 
engines.  It was a wood 
burning boiler of USA 
manufacture, with a 
fire door in the side of 
the firebox.  Fireman 
on the left, suitably 
dressed for a hot job 
on a very hot day 

Pevensey a paddle steamer 
departing from the wharf for a 
trip up stream 

Pevensey a paddle steamer 
manoeuvres to gain the channel for a 
trip up stream 

Melbourne  
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The paddle steamer EmmyLou.  This is a replica Murray River 

paddle steamer that was built in the 1980s.  It is powered by 

a Marshall (Gainsborough, Lincolnshire) wood burning 

engine that was originally supplied as a portable engine to a 

wood yard in Victoria in the early 1900s.  The EmmyLou has 

a number of very cosy cabins, which are equipped for an 

overnight stay.  The flag on the bows is the Murray River flag 

 

Victoria Railways class A2 4-6-0 
locomotive awaiting restoration 

Ex Victoria Railways brake van and 
wagons used when the port was rail 
served 

Another view of the Victoria Railways class A2 4-6-0 

Some ex Victoria Railways 
permanent way trolleys 

Melbourne  
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A visit on 4th January to Warrnambool on the south coast of Victoria (Great Ocean 

Road) took in the Flagstaff Hill recreation of a 19th century coastal port that had a 

lighthouse.  This part of the coast was notorious for shipwrecks in the 19th 

century.  One of the shops, interestingly, housed a Drummond round bed treadle 

lathe. 

  

  

  

The best photo I could get of a rather large 1912 wood burning 
12hp Marshall portable engine which was stored in a shed 
awaiting full restoration to running order 

Inside the Clock and Instrument 
premises was this old Drummond 
round bed treadle powered lathe, 

looking a bit sad and neglected 

The Clock and Instrument 
Repairers premises 

Melbourne  
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Club Diary Dates 2019 
10/3/2019 Committee meeting 

4/4/2019    End of Spring Term – TorBridge High – REVISED 

DATE 

07/4/2019   Public Running Sunday 

14/4/2019 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

21/4/2019 (Easter Sun) Public Running Sunday 

25/4/2019      * Start of Summer Term – TorBridge High 

5/5/2019 Public Running Sunday 

12/5/2019 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

19/5/2019 Public Running Sunday 

23/5/2019      * Torbridge High – last of first half term  

24/5/2019 Summer Magazine press date 

2/6/2019 Public Running Sunday 

6/6/2019      * Torbridge High – start of second half of term 

9/6/2019 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

16/6/2019     Public Running Sunday 

4/7/2019      * End of Summer Term – TorBridge High 

7/7/2019 Public Running Sunday 

14/7/2019 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

14/7/2019    * Summer Barbeque 

21/7/2019 Public Running Sunday 
Dates marked * are subject to confirmation 

The "Tuesday Gang" 
Meet weekly at the track from 10:15 to 12:15. The jobs tackled include mowing, DIY 
on the building, maintenance of locos and rolling stock, painting bridges etc.  
 
 

Workshop Evenings 
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’, Plymouth. 
£25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. Thursday eves (6:30-8:30pm) during term 
time. 
 

Diary Dates  


